RIMFC Lobster Advisory Panel
Coastal Institute, URI Bay Campus, Narragansett, RI
February 15, 2011
Meeting Attendees:
Advisory Panel members (* = primary voting member):
Richard Bellavance, Interim/temporary Chair
*Peter Brodeur (Inshore Trap)
*Albert Christopher (Offshore Trap)
*Lanny Dellinger (Inshore Trap)
Brian Thibeault (alternate for R. Smith, Inshore Trap)
Others:
Bruce Barr, Robert Braman, Richard Fuka, Alan Eagles, Thomas Geary, Aaron Gewirtz,
Harry Gould, Patrick Heaney, Gregory Mataronas, Eric Roggero, Charlie Wetmore,
Brittany White, Frances Ethier (Law Enforcement), Gary Powers (DEM Legal), Scott
Olszewski (RIDFW), Thomas Angell (RIDFW)
Meeting convened at 6:35 pm by interim/temporary chairman R. Bellavance.
There were 21 people in attendance (see list above).
AGENDA:
1. Update on Whale regulations and issues (P. Brodeur/S. Olszewski).
Please see Attachments #1, #2, and #3.
P. Brodeur reviewed the last Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Team (TRT)
meeting held in Providence on November 30-December 3, 2010.
Environmentalists/conservationists want to remove exempted waters and add input
from recreational fishing in terms of additional up & down lines (end lines, buoy
lines) in the water; regulations would go to the beach; exempted waters now include
Narragansett Bay and coastal ponds.
NMFS wants the proposed rule to be ready in 2013 and final rule to be ready in 2014.
NMFS has requested updated information on federal vessel trip reports and
cooperation from the states regarding logbook information pertaining to the number
of up & down lines being deployed.
Recent research efforts have included the use of radio frequency identification tags
for marking each individual up & down line; have also looked at “lineless” fishing
using a grappling device which was deemed to be unacceptable due to excessive time
consumption and safety concerns.
It was requested (P. Brodeur) that funding be sought for “lineless fishing” research by
individual states in shallower waters where there is less strain on the lines (safety

concerns); lobster fishermen could conduct this research which would help to slow
down the attrition of lobster fishermen during fishery reductions/cutbacks.
Scientists and environmentalists/conservationists requested that NMFS:
(1) assess and manage up & down lines in current exempted state waters to the shore
(Narragansett Bay and ALL ocean-associated waters);
(2) assess all unused federal permits (latent effort); and
(3) expand the model being used to assess recreational up & down line use to be
added to the total count of up & down lines.
Environmentalists/conservationists stated that not enough time has passed to properly
evaluate breakaways (weak links), less gear in the water, or the removal of floating
ground lines to see if any of these measures have had an impact.
S. Olszewski referred to Attachments #2 and #3; main item to be aware of is that the
Atlantic Large Whale TRT Northeast Sub-Group unanimously agreed that the CoOccurrence Model should serve as the primary platform for developing and analyzing
a vertical line strategy; a layered model that looks at whale aggregations (NOAA flyover data) and gear densities (state sea sampling, other sampling data, gear use
questionnaires).
The TRT also endorsed the opportunity for states to have an option for conservation
equivalency.
A working group has also been established that will work on these issues and report
back to the TRT.
Attachment #2 is just a representation of one of the model runs, as an example of the
approach that this group will take.
Timeline TRT activities for 2011 is outlined (Attachment #3).
Comment/Question - Throughout the range of the resource? Yes, right whales and
humpbacks
Mid-Atlantic has gillnet issues, Northeast has more fixed gear issues.
There have only been 2 whale interactions in our area and both were with humpback
whales, not right whales.
Exempted areas were originally meant to deal with floating ground line issues. Now
that floating ground lines are not an issue, the environmentalist groups feel that the
exempted areas should no longer exist.
Comment that RI should take a stand to continue to keep Narragansett Bay and RI
coastal ponds as exempted areas.
Comment that there is no need for these whale regulations inside (north of) the
COLREGS line.
How will DEM find and haul gear if there are no buoy/end lines?

Comment that there are separate zones with its own regulations for lobster
management, so why not have separate zones for whales?
States will have the ability for “conservation equivalency” proposals; Co-occurrence
model will be useful for this; if there are no whale concentrations, or very few
whales, in southern New England at certain times of the year, we may be able to
develop some “conservation equivalency” measures.
We are still above the PBR (potential biological removal) rate, which is less than 1
whale per year.
Several different methods used to try and make determinations if a whale that was
entangled lived or died.
2. Update of ASMFC Lobster Technical Committee, Lobster Management
Board, and Lobster Plan Development Team activities (T. Angell/S.
Olszewski).
• Pending management actions for the Southern New England lobster stock
unit.
T. Angell reviewed the ASMFC activities relevant to this issue.
The Lobster Technical Committee (TC) report from April 2010 provided the Lobster
Management Board (LMB) with their concerns for the southern New England (SNE)
lobster stock unit and data collected by the states to support those concerns;
recommended a 5-year fishery moratorium.
Lobster Management Board met and reviewed the TC report; made recommendations
and tasked the Lobster Plan Development Team (PDT) with developing an addendum
with a suite of management options to result in a 50-75% reduction in fishing
mortality (exploitation) for the SNE lobster stock.
The PDT is working at developing options (addendum) to address a 50-75%
reduction in fishing mortality; this will be sent to the LMB for review at the March
meeting; the LMB will then make decisions about the next step in the process;
develop an addendum for public hearing. The PDT work will not be available for the
upcoming Area 2 LCMT meeting, but the Area 2 LCMT will meet and develop their
recommendations for the LMB regarding future management in SNE. The LMB has
not actually tasked the Area 2 LCMT with providing their recommendations to
address the SNE lobster stock issues.
Question – Who is on the Plan Development Team? Are there any lobstermen?
No, generally just state biologists and/or fishery managers; in-house ASMFC
committee.
Comment that options still include “status quo”; industry should be involved in the
PDT process; once you get to the LCMT level, industry input doesn’t matter because
the scientists/managers have already developed a suite of options for the LCMT to
consider. Meetings should be open to the public; meetings of fishery managers on
this issue have taken place outside of the accepted meeting protocol; closed-door

meetings. The LMB never asked anybody to “fast-track” this process; we have until
2022 to rebuild the lobster resource. Some people have taken it upon themselves to
try and jam this process through as some kind of an emergency; the industry has not
declared an emergency and does not see this as an emergency, especially in Area 2; it
seems like the TC wants to take recommendations from the peer review that fits their
process, but does not want to look at re-setting the targets and thresholds by adjusting
the anomalous peak in landings that occurred in the mid-1990’s; this would put us
much closer to the mortality and exploitation rates that the TC says we need to have,
instead of the recommendation for a 5-year fishery moratorium; the first peer review
(stock assessment review) did not agree with the TC; the latest review done by the
ICE (Independent Center for Experts) was not a full peer review; were not privy to all
the available data; were not given the URI trawl survey indices which clearly shows
that we are right where we used to be historically in terms of landings; if the fish
stocks were not at such low levels in the 1980’s, we never would have seen the spike
in lobsters that occurred in the 1990’s; the TC picked and chose what information was
given to the most recent peer review; should have given them all the information;
comments regarding water temperature.
Water temperature - first saw shell disease in 1997, right after North Cape Oil spill;
water temperatures did not spike until 1999; had shell disease for 2-3 years before
this; the TC is associating shell disease with climate change – How can this be? What
is the justification?
Need to put out accurate information.
Does anybody have an idea regarding the timetable for an emergency action?
Comment regarding the TC recommendation for a 5-year fishery moratorium; What
is the difference between that and reducing the fishery by 50%? How can anyone
stay in business? With a 50% reduction, you might as well close the fishery down;
most everyone will go out of business.
The TC feels that there are still too many traps being fished in relation to the biomass;
want to bring the fishery into equilibrium with the available resource.
Comment/Questions - Will everyone have to reduce by 50%, or do they want to
reduce the number of people in the fishery by 50%.
No one will survive a 50% reduction, no matter how it is done; the whole
infrastructure will also collapse.
The fishermen aren’t the cause of this problem, but they are the ones being penalized
for it.
Economics will take care of the number of people that fish on the lobster resource.
Is DEM working for and with the fishermen? Is DEM working for the resource?
Whose decision is it (in RI) to say what management actions will occur?

The RI delegation to for the ASMFC Lobster Management Board is composed of 3
people (Mark Gibson, Bill McElroy, and Peter Martin); those 3 people have to decide
what the RI position on an issue will be and their vote is decided by majority rule;
each state represented on the LMB has one (1) vote; states of ME to NC; majority of
the LMB is made up of southern New England states.
The LMB can make whatever decision they want to.
Is “status quo” still an option? The DEM delegate on the LMB does not stand up for
the RI lobster industry; has his own agenda.
Comment/Question - Is there any humanitarianism involved in this process? Who is
in charge of the people who make these decisions that affect people’s livelihoods?
Decisions are being made strictly based on biology; is there any consideration for
people at all, or is it strictly science?
There is certainly more consideration of the social and economic impacts of
management measures now than there used to be.
Is there any protocol for getting the social and economic issues considered?
There is a Socio-Economic Committee as part of the ASMFC process; the TC has
asked this committee to meet for consideration of the socio-economic impacts of
proposed lobster management measures, but has not had input from this
subcommittee.
Why doesn’t the LMB ask the Socio-Economic Committee to provide input for these
issues and management recommendations?
Can the Area 2 LCMT make a request to the LMB for input from the SocioEconomic Committee? YES.
This is the tip of an iceberg that the State of RI will not be able to deal with; the
regulations are being designed to put fishermen out of business; this will have
dramatic economic effects on the state; boats not able to pay dock rent; need to
consider the economic consequences of management.
Comment that the biggest problem that industry should be concerned with is the lack
of science that was used to develop these Draconian reductions; 90% of the SNE
landings come from federal waters and 85% of the information used to come up with
these management recommendations came from state waters; we have instituted
many management measures over many years to try and protect the broodstock of
lobsters (gauge increases, v-notching, large escape vent sizes); maybe need to
consider management measures that protect the larval lobsters that are being
produced by the broodstock; there are too many predators; need more ecosystembased management; much of the information that the TC used to make their
recommendations is bogus.
Question – Where does the TC get their data from? Is it just the trawl survey?
TC uses information from a variety of data collection programs.

T. Angell suggested that the Panel needed move on with the meeting agenda; there
will be an Area 2 LCMT meeting on Thursday, February 24th at the DEM offices in
Providence where the recommendations for management actions in the southern New
England lobster stock be considered and debated.
Request/recommendation that ASMFC task the Socio-Economic Committee to
examine the SNE
Motion by P. Brodeur that a request be made by the RI representatives on the
LMB for the economics be taken into consideration of proposed management
measures for southern New England and call for a meeting of the ASMFC SocioEconomic Committee as soon as possible.
Second – A. Christopher
Voted – YES; unanimous; the motion passes.
DISCUSSION:
Comment that this motion may need a similar motion by the LMB to make it happen;
this could happen at the next LMB meeting in March 2011.
3. Definition of a Lobster Trap and Mobile gear types.
• Considerations for defining a lobster trap and re-defining Non-Trap (Non
Lobster Trap/Mobile Gear) gear types; Enforcement and RIDFW position.
• Review regulations from MA, CT, NY, NMFS
• RIDFW and Law Enforcement concerns; use of multiple gear types
(lobster traps and non-trap gear types during a fishing trip; ability to
circumvent the lobster trap allocation program and intent of NonTrap/Mobile gear limits on lobster landings.
• Consideration of a “Miscellaneous Trap/Pot” license endorsement; How
many and what kind of traps/pots?
This issue arose due to a law enforcement action that was unable to be prosecuted due to
ambiguity of the definitional differences between a lobster trap and a non-lobster trap.
Some people are using what is essentially a lobster trap to fish for and take lobsters, but
the trap is not tagged with a lobster trap tag and they are calling it some other kind trap
other than a lobster trap, such as a crab trap/pot or a black sea bass trap/pot.
Additionally, these “other” types of traps/pots may not have the appropriate escape vents
that are required for lobster traps.
Current regulations allow people to fish these other types of “traps/pots” and take/land
lobster under the provisions that allow for a 100 or 500 number of lobsters to be
taken/landed (RIMFC regulation 15.18 Landings of lobsters taken by gear or methods
other than trap - Limits).
This provides a loophole in the regulations that allows RI commercial fishing license
holders who may not have received a lobster trap allocation to deploy a “trap” to take

lobsters; it also provides a loophole for those RI commercial fishing license holders that
did receive a lobster trap allocation to deploy “traps” in excess of their lobster trap
allocation and take/land lobsters from those other types of “traps/pots”.
The real issue is to try and prevent the proliferation of “traps/pots” that have the ability to
take lobster; want to try and reduce the fishing effort on lobsters from “traps/pots”.
Comment that it is the escape vent that should be used to determine what kind of a
“trap/pot” it is; there are different escape vent size requirements depending on what a
person is fishing for.
The original intent of ASMFC’s Amendment 3 on this issue was directed at limiting the
lobster landings the otter trawl and gillnet fisheries, or what was termed “mobile gear”; at
some point, the terminology was changed from “mobile gear” to “non trap gear”, with
“non-trap gear” including almost every other gear type except for lobster traps.
RIDFW and Law Enforcement had an internal meeting to try and resolve this issue (see
Attachments #4, #5, and #6); trying to figure out how to let people use a “trap/pot” for
other fisheries such as scup, black sea bass, and tautog, but not increase the fishing effort
and fishing mortality on the lobster resource.
After the license restructuring, the fishermen who had a Rod & Reel license for finfish
were issued Principal Effort licenses that now allows them to use other gear types (i.e.
traps/pots) to take finfish and the current regulations allow them to use these other types
of “traps/pots” to do so.
There are other issues involved relative to whales and the number of vertical lines that are
in the water.
Federal permit holders are required to put a lobster trap tag in any kind of “trap/pot” that
they may fish, whether that “trap/pot” is in federal waters or not.
Comment that there used to be a Miscellaneous Trap/Pot license prior to the licenserestructuring process back in 2003.
Out-of-state people are allowed to come into Rhode Island and deploy an unlimited
number of “traps/pots”, particularly if they are recreational fishers.
Comment that there needs to be a limit on the number of “traps/pots” that can be
deployed in RI state waters by out-of-state recreational fishers.
Suggestion to reinstate the Miscellaneous Trap/Pot endorsement for RI commercial
license holders; suggestion to have a limit on the number of Miscellaneous traps/pots that
can be deployed (100, 150, 200?); any combination of other types of “traps/pots” up to
the maximum number.
Suggestion to prohibit possession of lobster taken by these Miscellaneous traps/pots, but
this is very difficult for Law Enforcement to enforce if fishermen who have a lobster trap

allocation haul their lobster traps and also haul their miscellaneous traps/pots during the
same fishing trip; impossible to enforce.
Comment that these other types of “traps/pots” (scup, black sea bass, conch) catch very
few legal lobsters.
Rebuttal comment that this is not the point; the problem is that people can deploy these
other types of “traps/pots” to specifically take lobsters.
Comment that under current regulations, Enforcement can’t prosecute someone that
doesn’t have a lobster trap allocation, but takes lobsters with some other type of
“trap/pot”, and calls the type of trap/pot that is being used “a crab trap/pot”; there are no
regulations governing “a crab trap/pot”.
Comment/Question - What do you do for someone that has a lobster trap allocation and
also fishes other types of “traps/pots”? Can they keep lobsters that are caught in those
other types of “traps/pots”? How does Enforcement distinguish from which type of
“trap/pot” the lobsters were caught with?
Maybe put a Miscellaneous trap tag in any type of “trap/pot” other than a lobster trap;
there is still the issue of people retaining lobsters that are caught by a “trap/pot”, but do
not have a lobster trap allocation.
Comment that this is not the issue; if every trap/pot has a tag, such as is done in MA, that
indicates exactly what type of trap/pot it is; tag that says “Sea Bass”, “Scup”, “Crab”, etc.
Suggestion to add a provision to the regulations that would prohibit an out-of-state
individual from setting any type of “trap/pot” in RI state waters.
Suggestion that every “trap/pot” that is in the water must have some kind of tag in it to
identify what type of “trap/pot” it is.
Suggestion to allow the Miscellaneous trap/pot tag to be transferrable; can transfer the tag
between different types of miscellaneous “traps/pots” depending on which fisheries they
use these other types of “traps/pots” for
Suggestion to form a committee/working group of fishermen who use lobster traps or
some other type(s) of “traps/pots” (scup, black sea bass, tautog, and conch) to address all
these issues that we are discussing and develop an equitable solution.
Scup – currently limited to 50 traps
Sea Bass – currently unlimited; suggestion for 100 trap limit
Crabs – suggestion for a 200 trap limit
Apply for these tags just like you do for the lobster trap tags.
Any untagged trap will be a violation.
Every type of “trap/pot” should be labeled with the a tag that indicates the what it is
fishing for.

Comment/suggestion for a Miscellaneous Trap/Pot endorsement with a limit of 200
traps/pots maximum; these can be whatever type of “trap/pot” the fisherman wants, other
than a lobster trap, and in whatever combination the fisherman wants.
Comment/suggestion that every type of wire “trap/pot” should have a biodegradable
“ghost” panel in it.
Comment/suggestion that conch traps/pots do not need to be tagged; fish and crab
traps/pots need to be tagged and need to have a biodegradable “ghost” panels.
Rebuttal comment that conch traps/pots need to be included as well; a person could fish a
trap/pot that looks like a lobster trap and call it a conch trap/pot.
Comment that we do not want to have the ability for licenses to add any more lobster
traps into the water.
Question – Can people who currently have a license for finfish use fish pots keep up to
100 lobsters?
No, not with a license for finfish only; a Principal Effort Finfish license is not able to get
an endorsement to take lobster.
Comment – Need to have a tag that will identify what type of trap/pot it is and need to
have a limit on the number of miscellaneous traps/pots a license holder can have.
Comment – If you are a federal permit holder, any type of trap/pot that you fish must
have a lobster trap tag in it, no matter where you are fishing (state or federal waters).
Comment/Question – So, a person who only has a RI multi-purpose license, without a
lobster trap allocation, can go out and set 1000 crab pots and take as many lobsters as he
can?
No, but he can take up to 100 lobsters/day; the other issue involved with this is that this
would increase the number of vertical lines in the water and would increase the potential
for interactions (entanglements) with whales. Those who went through the lobster trap
allocation process should be very upset that a license holder who did not receive a lobster
trap allocation has the ability to use some other type of “trap/pot” to be able to take
lobsters (up to 100/day). This contradicts the intent of the lobster trap allocation
program.
Comment that a federally-permitted lobster trap fisherman is penalized because under
federal rules he must use a lobster trap tag to legally fish some other type of “trap/pot”.
R. Bellavance asked the Panel if there was any recommendation or a motion that they
wanted to forward on to the RIMFC on this issue.

Motion by B. Thibeault that licensed non-resident recreational fishers who want to
use “traps/pots” to fish for species other than lobster must be limited to the same 5trap limit that is in effect for resident recreational lobster trap license holders.
Resident recreational lobster trap license holders will also be allowed a maximum of
5 miscellaneous trap/pot tags in addition to their limit of 5 lobster traps.
Second – A. Christopher
Voted – NO; unanimous. The motion fails.
DISCUSSION:
Comments/Questions - The non-resident recreational traps/pots would also have to be
tagged and identified.
What about transferability of these non-resident recreational trap/pot tags? Should they
be able to be transferred from one type of trap/pot to another type of trap/pot to allow
them to fish for different species during the season?
Yes, there should be a provision to allow for this just as for the miscellaneous traps/pots
for the commercial fishing license holders.
Comment that only a RI resident can fish for lobsters and crabs in RI state waters, both
commercially and recreationally.
Comment that this recommendation will add many more vertical lines in the water.
Comment that prior to license restructuring, there was a Miscellaneous Pot license; this
was for commercial fishermen only; recreational fishers could only take finfish by rod &
reel; this license disappeared after license restructuring and Rod & Reel licenses holders
were converted to Principal Effort licenses, which opened the door for them to use gear
types other than rod & reel to take finfish.
Comment/suggestion that the only way to get a Miscellaneous Trap/Pot endorsement
would be if you are a commercial fisherman.
Need to remove the option for both resident and non-resident recreational license holders
to be able to get the Miscellaneous Trap/Pot endorsement.
Comment/Question – Before license restructuring, was the Miscellaneous Trap/Pot
license available to recreational fishermen?
No, it was only available to commercial fishermen.
Recommendation made to keep it that way; Miscellaneous Trap/Pot endorsement will be
for commercial fishermen only.
The only way for a resident or non-resident recreational license holder to take finfish
would be by rod& reel.
The only way for a recreational fisher to deploy a “trap/pot” in RI state waters would be
by the resident recreational lobster trap license.
Comment that conch traps/pots also need to be tagged; if you don’t require this, then
conch traps/pots will become a trap/pot that could be used to take lobster.

Question – Can recreational people use a “green crab trap/pot” to catch green crabs for
tautog bait?
Comment/Question - Did you look at the MA regulations? MA requires that all
traps/pots be tagged.
We need to do the same thing.
Motion by A. Christopher to form a working group made up of representatives
from the lobster trap fishery, other trap/pot fisheries (scup, black sea bass, conch),
Enforcement, and RIDFW to address this issue and develop a recommendation for
the RIMFC.
Second – P. Brodeur
Voted – Yes; unanimous. The motion passes.
DISCUSSION:
Comment that the Industry Advisory Committee (IAC) may be the appropriate forum to
address this issue; a wide variety of fishing interests are represented.
Comment that this is a “commercial trap” issue and not everyone on the IAC is
knowledgeable about traps/pots.
There appeared to be consensus on the Panel that all traps/pots should be tagged with a
tag that identifies what kind of a trap/pot it is, however there is still a question regarding
the appropriate number (limit) of “miscellaneous traps/pots” that would be allowed; need
to define an appropriate number of each kind of miscellaneous trap/pot.
Comment that the proposed change to regulation 15.18 (see Attachment #6) addresses
some of these concerns; “mobile gear” would be the only other way for a commercial
fisherman to be able to take lobster and they would be limited to 100 lobsters/day or up to
500 lobsters for fishing trips lasting 5 days or longer; this change would prevent those
that do not have a lobster trap allocation from being able to use other types of
“traps/pots” to take lobster.
Comment that the proposed regulatory changes and definitions (see Attachment #6)
provide for only 2 ways that lobster can be taken, either by a lobster trap (allocated and
affixed with a lobster trap tag) or by mobile gear (otter trawl, pair trawl, and gillnet).
Question - So, if someone sets 100 “crab pots”, then they can’t keep any legal lobsters
that they may catch?
Yes, that is correct.
What is the primary issue for Enforcement regarding this issue?
Fishermen can deploy a trap/pot and call it something other than a lobster trap and take
lobster; this puts additional pressure on the lobster resource; lobster management is
recommending and attempting to reduce the amount of fishing pressure on the lobster
resource.

A second issue for Enforcement is the loophole that allows non-resident fishers to deploy
as many “traps/pots” that they want to in RI state waters.
Suggestion was made that a person must be a RI resident in order to deploy any kind of
trap/pot.
Comment/suggestion to allow a small by-catch of lobster from the miscellaneous
traps/pots based on a percentage of the weight of the finfish that are taken.
If a sea bass (trap) fisherman can’t keep any lobster, should a lobster trap fisherman be
able to keep any sea bass?
R. Bellavance – Any opinion on the recommendation for landings of lobster by mobile
gear only if not taken by a lobster trap? A fisherman can only possess lobsters if taken by
lobster trap or by mobile gear.
Comment that the lobster trap fishery is under the gun to reduce the fishing mortality on
the lobster resource; it does not make any sense to allow other gear types, particularly
other types of “traps/pots”, to be able to harvest lobsters; no by-catch of lobsters should
be allowed in any type of finfish trap/pot.
Comment that the Lobster Advisory Panel should not make any recommendations until
there is a better idea of what the Area 2 LCMT is going to do; all of these deliberations
might not matter, depending on what the Area 2 LCMT recommends for addressing the
rebuilding of the southern New England lobster stock
Meeting adjourned at 8:45 pm.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUMMARY OF MOTIONS:
Motion by P. Brodeur that a request be made by the RI representatives on the LMB
for the economics be taken into consideration of proposed management measures
for southern New England and call for a meeting of the ASMFC Socio-Economic
Committee as soon as possible.
Second – A. Christopher
Voted – YES; unanimous; the motion passes.
Motion by B. Thibeault that licensed non-resident recreational fishers who want to
use “traps/pots” to fish for species other than lobster must be limited to the same 5trap limit that is in effect for resident recreational lobster trap license holders.
Resident recreational lobster trap license holders will also be allowed a maximum of
5 miscellaneous trap/pot tags in addition to their limit of 5 lobster traps.
Second – A. Christopher
Voted – NO; unanimous. The motion fails.

Motion by A. Christopher to form a working group made up of representatives
from the lobster trap fishery, other trap/pot fisheries (scup, black sea bass, conch),
Enforcement, and RIDFW to address this issue and develop a recommendation for
the RIMFC.
Second – P. Brodeur
Voted – Yes; unanimous. The motion passes.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RIDFW Tasks:
• T. Angell will make contacts with fishermen involved in the other trap/pot
fisheries (scup, black sea bass, tautog, crabs, conch) and form a working group to
develop recommendations for the taking of lobsters using traps/pots other than
lobster traps; set up meeting of this working group.

